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Abstract-While
most design firms, professional artists, and educational programs continue to use
conventional graphic modalities to communicate design intent and aesthetic expression, recent
developments in computer graphics promise to revolutionize attitudes artists and designers now hold
toward their work. Artists and designers will have to adopt new attitudes regarding the information utility
of optical realism now found only occasionally in architectural rendering and the visual arts. Old attitudes
relegate optical realism to a limited role in sales and promotion. New attitudes promise to relegate
conventional graphics to history and substitute a seamless, nonsymbolic, information laden, visual, tactile,
and kinetic art and design communication technique called virtual reality.
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It is important to note that while optical verisimilitude matured in photography and cinema,painting
becameevermoreabstract as artists came to regard
optical reality aspabulumfor the uninitiated. Gablik
states“Along with the descriptivefunction, the idea
of truth-that is, of a description which fits the
facts-disappears from art, together with the disappearanceof the goal of verisimilitude” [l, p. 1571.

one

attitude that must change before
developmentsin virtual reality can be fully utilized
in design, education,
and art. The attitude that
pictorial graphics, optically realistic drawing and
painting, are informatively and aestheticallydeficient
must changeto the more enlightenedrealization that
greater verisimilitude yields greater information and
expression,not less.
During the twentieth century the visual arts have
becomeever more nonrepresentational.Naming the
“isms” in the art history of this century reveals a
relentlessflight from optical verisimilitude in the
visual arts. The phrase “mere illustration” is the
2. VRRISIMILITUDE DEFINED
The attribute of verisimilitudein the arts refersto a artist’s condescendingway of labeling optically
compelling senseof reality and truth. Writers, for realisticwork superficialand of limited merit.
example, are lauded if they are able to give
verisimilitude to descriptionsof settingsand situations. Imparting to the readera feelingof familiarity,
reality, and truth through an abstract mediumsuch
as languageis a hallmark of an excellent fictional
writer.

Because language

is a symbolically

coded

form of communication, the writer cannot present
the reader with a reproduction or clone of the truth
being expressed.Instead, the writer enables the
reader to imagine the reality being described.The
writer causesa senseof verisimilitudeto arisein the
reader.
The visual artist, however, is able supply an
optical clone of the sensibletruth or reality being
expressed.Western art from the fourteenth through
the sixteenth centurieswas a succession
of improvements in optical verisimilitude [I]. Optical verisimilitude improved greatly in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries with the development of
photography and cinema.Maya Deren suggests
that
photography “exercisesan authority comparablein
weight only to the authority of reality” [2, p. 571.
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4. THE

DESIGNER’S
ATTITUDE
VERISIMILITUDE

TOWARD

As a central tendency, designersappear to have
sided with painters with regard to the merits of
verisimilitude. Lee [3] reports that Christopher
Alexander believes conceptual drawings, such as
bubble diagramsand venn diagrams,are preferable
to more pictorial forms of graphic communication
becauseabstract, symbolic drawings communicate
design intent without the interference of graphic
issuessuchas formal elementsusedfor illusionistic
and aesthetic~effects.
This author hasheard many architectsrepeatedly
undervaluethe informational utility of verisimilitude
in designcommunicationgraphicssuchasrendering.
The phrase “pretty pictures” is the designer’s
condescending
way of labeling suchwork superficial
and of limited utility.

R. Helmick
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5. INFORMATIONAL

UTILITY

OF VERISIMILITUDE

Computer scientists know that processing a photorealistic computer rendering will strain even large
computers more severely than processing a schematic
or diagrammatic drawing because the former contains
much more information than does the later. Most
laymen realize that realistic graphics can clarify much
of the information contained in schematic drawing as
well as present information not contained therein.
The problem with realistic graphics is not that they
are too shallow, but instead, that they are too deep
and overloaded with information. As with photography, cinema, and realistic painting one has to sort
through the information and inductively derive
abstract or general concepts.
6. INDUCTIVE

REASONING

DEFINED

Inductive reasoning derives generalized concepts
from the observations of particular instances [4]. For
example, one might observe that the bus one rides to
work has always been on time and then induce that
chances are the bus will be on time on any given day.
A key attribute of inductive reasoning is that it yields
a probabilistic result. The bus could be late, but it is
not likely based on experience. Words and phrases
such as probably, chances are, and in all likelihood
signal inductive reasoning [S].
7. INDUCTIVE

REASONING
REALISTIC

APPLIED
GRAPHICS

TO OPTICALLY

Optically realistic works require the viewer to
induce generalizable conclusions from the particular
works observed. Individual graphic works are the
individual instances from which abstract or general
concepts are derived.
Gablik [l], interpreting E. H. Gombrich, gives
insight into how induction might operate as the artist
creates a realistic painting. The artist views nature,
tries to optically mimic nature, and then tests their
work against additional views of nature. Corrections
are made and the results compared to nature again.
The artist observes particulars in nature, induces
general optical principles, tests them in their painting,
and then compares the result to additional particulars in nature.
Gablik’s interpretation of Gombrich provides an
analogue to use in speculating how design graphics
operate. The designer, like the artist, observes preexisting buildings, landscapes, figures, etc., and
inducesoptical principlesbasedon their observations.
The result is an “optical model” which is usedwhen
graphically communicatingparticular designintents.
However, sinceany particular graphic expressionof
designintent has no specificreferent in the outside
world, that expressionitself becomesthe particular
from which generalideascanbederived.By looking at
several rendered design options the viewer might
induce structural principles, principles of spatial
organization, principles of color theory, etc. For
example,onemight observethat spacesrelate to each
other dramatically and handsomelyin specificpre-

sentationsof designintent and then observethat the
spacesare interlocked in each variation. One could
then validly inducethat the interlocking configuration
of the spacesprobably hassomethingto do with the
perceiveddramaand beauty.
One might observe a successfulaestheticuse of
color and then observea numeric ratio of dominate
to subordinate areas of intensity in each design
variation presented.One could then validly induce
that the ratio contributes to the success.These
examplesillustrate that induction can be a method
of creating new knowledge.The new knowledge in
the later example being that a particular numeric
relationshipbetweendominateand subordinateareas
of intensity will increasethe likelihood of successful
aesthetic color usage. In fact, philosophers are
inclined to think that all new knowledgemust come
from someform of induction [6].
On the other hand, schematic works present
information abstractly, in a codified and symbolic
fashiondisassociated
from a specificinstance.These
drawingsare codified reductionsof knowledge.The
graphicconventionsof floorplansand elevations,for
example,give only a limited idea of what the design
will be and no idea of how the design will be
perceived.When faced with schematicgraphics,the
viewer has to imaginatively fill in information, not
containedin the drawing, in order to perceivedesign
intent. The viewer has to imagine how this design
would be in reality.
In abstract and nonobjective art the viewer must
empathetically fill in information or imaginatively
recreatethe work to appreciateit aesthetically [7].
For example,when viewersapprehenda painting by
JacksonPollock they empathetically fill in information about how the work was crafted. Viewers fill in
information about the characteristicsof paint and the
motionsthe artist usedto createthe work. In the case
of Pollock viewersempatheticrecreationof the work
is so strong they are tempted to believe they could
have created it themselves.Viewers also fill in other
types of information such as a knowledge of art
history and individual life experienceswhich allow
them to participate in recreation of meaning and
emotionalexperience.
8. TOWARD
COMPLETE
COMMUNICATION

NONSYMBOLIC
IN DESIGN

Jaron Lanier, who coined the term “virtual
reality,” believesthat the dominant direction of all
communicationis toward the nonsymbolic and the
noncodified [8]. The strongerthe senseof verisimilitude, the lesssymbolic the communication. Lanier
explains:
‘I . in a good sharedvirtual reality system,you
canjust directly makeup the objective world instead
of usingsymbolsto refer to it . It would be a kind
of alternate form of communication.
. . At sometime in the not-so-distantfuture, you
will be able to come home and put on a pair of
glassesand a glove and suddenly this new virtual
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furniture will seemto appearin your room. One of
the itemsof furniture will be a big setof shelvesthat
will be lined with fish bowls.
But insteadof fish in the fish bowls, there will be
little peoplerunning around insidethem. Each of the
groups of people in a bowl will be doing different
things. One group might be wanderingaround in a
shoppingmall, another group might be visiting open
houseswith a real estate agent, and another group
might be playing baseball.
And all these things will be going on, and you
basicallyjust put your hand in one of the bowls and
suddenly you swoopdown into the sceneand then
you are there with them. All thesepeopleare in their
own homes just like you are, but you are all
connected to these shared scenes.And when you
areready to go, you makea gestureor somethingand
then you fly out, and there you are” [8, pp. 69-701.
Lanier’s insights into implications
inherent in
virtual
reality and nonsymbolic
communication
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a lasermicroscannerto paint imagesdirectly on the
retina at a extremely high resolution [9].
Even at this writing total immersionvirtual reality
exists.The user’scompletevisualfield is replacedby a
computer simulated environment. The user can
manipulate objectsand ambulate in this simulated
world. Collision detection sensorscan create the
sensationof bumpinginto objects,travelling up slopes,
or moving acrosssoft surfacessuchascarpet [IO].
In the design professionsit is not difficult to
imaginevirtual reality supplantingall graphic methods and conventionsnow commonly used. Imagine
virtual reality functioning as design simulator,
materialsdetailer, and constructiondocumentsimultaneously.Virtual reality promisesto be a seamless,
nonsymbolic visualization system throughout the
design and construction process.The price is a
willingnessto see verisimilitude in design communication asbeingmuch more than “pretty pictures.”

111. VIRTUAL
REALITY
AND ART
causesone to see photo-realistic art and design
graphicsin a new light and understandwhy there is
Roughly speaking, the visual arts embraced an
sucha ground swellof interestin computergenerated attitude which was centeredon the goal of optical
photo-realistic animation. Certainly today’s com- verisimilitude from the Renaissancethrough the

puter graphic

rendering

and animation

is a step in

nineteenth

century.

Beginning

with

Cubism

and

the direction toward nonsymbolic communication continuing to this day mainstreammodern art has
when compared to designrendering and optically been based on an attitude which rejects optical
accurateworks in traditional media.
realismasa goal [l]. This should not be surprising.
By the later part of the nineteenthcentury artistshad
come as closeto achieving that goal as they could
9. NONSYMBOLIC
COMMUNICATION
AS A NATURAL
LANGUAGE
FOR DESIGNERS
AND ARTISTS
with the media and techniquesat hand. However,
To communicate nonsymbolically, one must be with the advent of virtual reality, optical realismasa
goal is once againviable. Virtual reality promisesto
able and willing to visualize their own virtual worlds
nonsymbolicvisual mediumfor artists
to others. Ideally one would have to be comfortable be a seamless,
creating virtual worlds in a improvisationalway [S]. willing to seeverisimilitudeasbeingmuchmore than
Designersand artists are educatedto do just that. “mere illustration.”
From initial ideation to presentationdesignersand
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10. VIRTUAL

REALITY

AND

DESIGN

Virtual reality promisesto obliterate symbolistic
communicationaltogether.The statedgoal of virtual
reality researchis to closethe perceptualdifference
betweenthe sensibleworld and a simulatedworld.
Researchersreduce virtual reality to two concepts:
immersionand navigation. Immersionrefers to the
illusion of being insidea computer generatedscene
with as much verisimilitude as possible.Navigation
refers to the illusion

of participant

movement

while

4.
5.
6.
I.

8.

occupying the scene [9]. Thomas Furness III, a
researcher at the Human Interface Technology 9.
Laboratory in Seattle,believesstrongly that complete 10.
verisimilitudein virtual reality can beachieved[9]. To
that endFurnessis researchingthe possibilityof using

33-36

(1992).

